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STUDENT OF THE INDUSTRY PARTING SHOT 

Surplus Lines: Do You Know What Independently Procured Coverage Is? 
 
By Paul Buse, President of Big I Advantage® 
 
Many of you probably access surplus lines coverages when the normal coverage channels cannot meet the need of a 
particular insured (distressed risk, unique coverage or very high limits are needed). What many agents don't realize is that 
an agent using a licensed surplus lines wholesaler, MGA or program manager is not the only way insureds can access 
non-admitted insurance coverage. An approach, known independently procured coverage (IPC) is possible. IPC takes 
place when an insured/risk manager goes to an unauthorized insurer either directly or through a broker not licensed by 
the jurisdiction in which the risk is located. 
 
So how often does this happen? To get the answer I turned to one of the leading states for surplus lines placements in the 
nation, Florida and the Florida Surplus Lines Service Office (FSLSO). FSLSO does a fantastic job of collecting data and 
making it public on the taxes and fees they collect. The most recent data from Florida assembled in a easily accessible 
report is 2016. It turns out that, based on 2016 4Q, IPC does not happen very often. About one-tenth of one-percent of 
Surplus Lines transactions are carried out by an insured on their own. That is about 1,300 times in Florida in 2016 
compared with nearly 1,000,000 total policies that year. As you can see below, the average premium of IPC transactions, 
however, is nearly six-times higher than the average Florida surplus lines transaction. 

 
Click for larger version    

 

Source: Florida Surplus Lines Service Office, 4Q2016 Report, fslso.com 

 

Extra Credit: Taxes? If you are wondering if insureds that "go direct" somehow escape taxes on the transaction, they do 

not. IPC transactions pay the same 5% surplus lines taxes and associated fees as do transactions executed with the 

advice and counsel of an independent agent and licensed surplus lines intermediary. IPC taxes, however, are owed by 

the insured and filed and paid directly. And did you know if they don't pay up they can get caught? FSLSO compares 

reports by authorized surplus lines insurers in the state against receipts just like the IRS can look at Form 1099 to see if a 

contract paid taxes on that income. 
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